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Abstract  
N-Nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA), which is a carcinogenic and toxic N-nitrosamine, can be 
found in water resources associated with a multitude of processes in various industrial facilities 
or merely as a by-product of water or wastewater treatment. Therefore, the removal of NDMA 
from drinking water represents an important human safety and public health concern. The 
present paper presents a density functional theory study of NDMA adsorption in all-silica MFI, 
Na-ZSM-5 and H-ZSM-5 zeolites. The stability of NDMA inside the zeolite pores was 
investigated by calculating the amount of energy released during adsorption. Various 
configurations of adsorbed NDMA to the zeolites were investigated, predominantly at the 
intersection of straight and sinusoidal channels. The strength of the adsorption energies followed 
the order H-ZSM5 > Na-ZSM-5 > all-silica MFI.   NDMA has a dipole moment and the 
strongest binding of NDMA occurred through the interactions of the negatively charged O atom 
of the molecule to positive atoms of the zeolite. Similar calculations were performed for water 
adsorption in these three zeolites. The adsorption energy of water to these three structures 
followed the order Na-ZSM5 > H-ZSM-5 > all-silica MFI. We also incorporated van der Waals 
corrections in the simulations, which had the effect of stabilizing NDMA within the zeolite 
channels, but did not significantly change the relative stability of the different adsorption 
geometries. It was concluded that H-ZSM-5 is the best choice to remove NDMA because it is 
strong enough to adsorb NDMA and it is not too strong in adsorption of water molecules.  
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1. Introduction 
Protecting the water supply is a top environmental concern and of great importance. N-
Nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA) is a member of carcinogen and toxic chemical class of N-
nitrosamines. NDMA can be found in water resources as a result of industrial facilities or as a 
by-product of water or wastewater treatment. Therefore removal of NDMA from drinking water 
is one of the important human safety issues.  
Zeolites have been widely used to separate harmful molecules from water streams and ensure a 
safe, clean environment.Studying of the adsorption and stability of NDMA inside a zeolite 
provides useful information about the amount and operating conditions of NDMA removal. 
Computer modeling can play a significant role in study of NDMA removal. 
 The thesis is organized as follows: an introductory section describes background information on 
NDMA as a carcinogen, zeolites and molecular modeling. The following sections define the 
proposed methodological framework as well as the main modeling and simulation methods and 
tools used. The present study’s main results and research findings are presented and evaluated in 
the last section, followed by a few concluding remarks at the end.   
2. Background information 
2.1. NDMA 
N-Nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA), a former component of liquid rocket fuel, an antioxidant, and 
a softener of copolymers
1, 2
 is a member  of a class of  volatile nitrosamine compounds identified 
as a carcinogen.  Since it was discovered as a pollutant in groundwater resources, NDMA has not 
been used commercially, but  still remains a by-product of several chemical processes, such as 
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manufacturing of pesticides,
3
 rocket fuels, rubbers and tires, as well as  alkylamines. It can also 
be found in fish processing facilities, foundries, and dye manufacturing facilities.
3
 Some other 
sources of human exposure to NDMA include tobacco smoke, malt beverages, cosmetics, cured 
meat (especially bacon), fish, cheese, dried foods
2
. Furthermore, NDMA can be formed during 
the digestion of foods or drugs containing secondary amines and nitrite 
2, 4
. In addition, NDMA 
is unintentionally produced during chlorination of wastewater and drinking water with 
chloramines
2, 5
. Remediation or removal of NDMA from water streams is therefore desired, and 
the current work examines the use of zeolite materials for NDMA adsorption and separation 
purposes.  
 
2.2. Zeolites for separation 
Zeolites are microporous crystalline aluminosilicalites which, because of their porosity, have 
wide applications in catalytic and adsorption processes. The framework of zeolite is consisting of 
open cavities which can be occupied by guest molecules. There are several factors affecting a 
zeolite’s ability as a molecular sieve. For example the difference in size of micropores, and the 
strength of interaction between guest molecules and the framework make zeolites adsorb 
selectively. For instance, a channel of a zeolite should be large enough to allow a guest molecule 
to pass through it. That is why each type of zeolites is suitable for adsorbing molecules with a 
special size. In addition, the interaction of a guest molecule and a zeolite is affected by the 
chemical structures of them. For instance, some zeolites contain different cations that can 
interact with guest molecules. Based on the orientation and chemical structure of the guest 
molecule, it can either increase or decrease the stability of it inside a pore.   
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2.2.1. MFI zeolite 
 MFI (or ZSM-5), one of 200+ different types of frameworks known for zeolites,
6
 is shown in 
Figure 1. (a) MFI unit cell. (b) Schematic of MFI channels. . The unit cell of an MFI zeolite 
exhibits  an orthorhombic structure with three different lattice parameters.
7
 Similar to other types 
of zeolites, MFI is made of tetrahedral groups (TO4), the primary building units, in which T 
stands for a silicon or an aluminum atom. Whenever there is an aluminum atom in the structure 
of a zeolite, a cation is necessary to make the structure electrically neutral. For instance, Na-
ZSM-5 is a ZSM-5 zeolite exhibiting the MFI structure that contains extra-framework sodium 
ions in its structure. In addition to the primary building unit, the tetrahedral groups are linked 
together and make five-oxygen-membered rings representing the secondary building units of 
MFI. At a tertiary level, these rings attach to each other and make different channels. 
Specifically, an MFI crystal contains straight channels with a diameter of ~ 5.7 Å as well as  
sinusoidal (zigzag) channels with a  diameter of ~ 5.3 Å as shown schematically in Figure 1(b). 
As a result, the presence of these different channels makes MFI shape and size selective.  
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Figure 1. (a) MFI unit cell. (b) Schematic of MFI channels. 
 
2.2.2. Adsorption of NDMA in MFI zeolite 
NDMA is a nitrosomine compound, or has an N-N=O unit, as shown in Figure 2. Several 
different zeolites have been studied to adsorb nistrosamine compounds from mixtures of gases, 
mostly with the goal of removing the carcinogens of cigarette smoke.
8,9, 10,11,12,13
 One study was 
reported in order to examine whether zeolites could be used for the removal of nitrosamines from 
aqueous or organic solutions.
14
 In this work, Zhu et. al determined the controlling factors for 
adsorption capacities using different zeolites. These factors included adsorbent structure, such as 
surface area, pore size, particle size along with surface acid-basicity, as well as  adsorbate 
11 
 
structure. In addition, solute-solvent interactions of N-nitrosamines along with competetive 
adsorption of solvent molecules significantly affected the adsorption capacities.  It was shown 
that zeolites NaY, Na-ZSM-5 and NaA can adsorb N-nitrosamines from methylene chloride or 
aqueous solutions. The extraordinary adsorption properties of NaA zeolite for N-nitrosamines in 
aqueous solution were also reported and discussed. In an experimental study
15
 on capturing 
nitrosamines by zeolite MCM-22 the adsorption capacities of different zeolites of Na-ZSM-5, 
NaY, MCM-22 were comparatively assessed. In particular, it was revealed that the structure and 
the morphology of the zeolite had a significant effect on  adsoption of volatile nitrosamines.
15
. 
Other pertinent research work suggested  that ZSM-5 has a relatively good adsorption capacity 
due to its moderate pore size, and showed the greatest ability to remove nitrosamines from 
aqueous solutions.
4
  
 
Figure 2. Structure of NDMA. 
Although molecular modeling is useful for understanding complicated structures like zeolites, 
only a few studies have been reported for nitrosamines in zeolites in the pertinent literature. For 
example, Pinisakul et al. used a hybrid ONIOM approach to study the adsorption of different 
nitrosamines in H-ZSM-5.
16
 Their hybrid approach used density functional theory (DFT) at the 
B3LYP/6-31G(d) level, in combination with the AM1 semiempirical method. The main 
objective of their work was to characterize the adsorption complexes and the adsorption energies 
of the nitrosamines. It was found that adsorption processes of all of the nitrosamines were 
exothermic. It was also shown that some nitrosamines (including NDMA) formed  hydrogen 
12 
 
bonds with the zeolite, while other nitrosamines formed double hydrogen bonds with the zeolite. 
The typical adsorption energies of the nitrosamines were between -0.73 eV and -0.90 eV. In 
another theoretical study
17
, the adsorption of the nitrosamine O=N-NH2 was modeled in 5-T-
atom and 10-T-atom clusters of H-ZSM5, also modeled by the ONIOM method. This study 
showed that typical adsorption energies of the parent nitrosamine were in the range of -0.35 eV 
and -0.80 eV depending on the theory level and cluster type 
The current study reports on modeling of NDMA adsorption in MFI zeolites using periodic DFT. 
The main focus is placed on a detailed characterization of adsorbate-adsorbent interactions in 
order to examine the feasibility of removing NDMA from water using MFI and inform the 
design of effective, reliable and operationally robust adsorbent systems. In particular, siliceous 
MFI (pure SiO2), MFI with Al/H substitution, and MFI with Al/Na substitution, were considered 
in the present research study, which represent common zeolite structures that could potentially be 
used for NDMA remediation purposes. The binding energies and modes of NDMA in these MFI 
structures were calculated and compared to each other. Water adsorption in these zeolites was 
also appropriately modeled in order to enhance our understanding of how NDMA may be 
separated from water.  
2.3. Molecular Modeling 
Molecular modeling or computational chemistry is one of the best methods to calculate the 
characteristics of materials when experimental data is not available. The main idea of 
computational chemistry is to study materials at an atomic and molecular scale. Therefore, the 
macroscopic data are obtained by manipulating atomic-scale parameters, such as bond length, 
bond angles, etc. Computational chemistry includes different approaches such as ab initio 
methods or quantum mechanics, semi empirical, and empirical methods or molecular mechanics. 
13 
 
Depending on the complexity of the system, any of these approaches might be used. A main goal 
of a study is to use the fastest calculation with the least computer power to get the most accurate 
result. In general, a more accurate the calculation is, the more time is required. In Figure 3, the 
accuracy and time consumption of these different methods are roughly compared.  
 
Figure 3. Accuracy vs. time of the different molecular modeling methods. 
 
2.4. Quantum Chemistry 
Quantum chemistry is the intersection of chemistry and quantum mechanics. It was in the early 
twentieth century when physicists suggested quantum mechanics theory to describe the atomic 
size systems, which classical mechanics was not capable of describing properly.  Quantum 
mechanics suggests that there is a function of the particles’ coordinates and time called the wave 
A
cc
u
ra
cy
Time
Empirical 
Semi-
empirical 
Ab initio
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function ψ, which can describe the state of a system. Basically, all the possible information about 
a system can be derived by its state function. The concept of wave function was first suggested 
by the Austrian physicist Erwin Schrödinger. The fundamental equation of quantum mechanics 
is the Schrödinger equation.  
   
  
  
 
   (   )
   
  (   ) (   )      
Equation 1 
 
 
Equation 1is the Schrödinger equation for the simple case of a one-dimensional particle. In this 
equation, ψ = the wave function, ћ = reduced Plank’s constant, m= mass of the particle, E= 
energy of the system, and V(x, t) is the potential energy function of the system. If the total 
energy of the system is calculated, all other properties can be related to this value. For example, 
the lattice parameters of a crystal are calculated by performing a series of energy calculations 
with different lattice constants. The equilibrium lattice constants are the values when the total 
energy of the system is minimized. Therefore, after calculation of total energies and plotting the 
energies versus the lattice constants, the point with the minimum energy gives the most stable or 
the equilibrium lattice constant of the crystal.  
Usually in quantum chemistry, the data is reported in atomic units instead of SI units. In order to 
switch to atomic units, the values of m, e, ћ, and 4ᴫƐ0 are set to 1.  The Schrodinger equation in 
atomic units is  
 
  
 
 
 
   (   )
   
  (   ) (   )       
 
 
Equation 2 
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In this equation,  (   ) (   ) and   
 
 
 
   (   )
   
 represent potential energy and kinetic energy of 
the system, respectively. 
In a more convenient form for the simple case of one particle, we have  
        
 
Equation 3 
 
Hamiltonian operator Ĥ is  
 
     
  
  
      
 
 
Equation 4 
 
Where Laplacian is 
 
     
  
   
  
  
   
  
  
   
   
 
 
Equation 5 
 
Equation 4 represents the simple case of one particle. In reality; there are many particles (e.g. 
electrons and nuclei) present in a molecule. In this case the Schrödinger equation is  
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Equation 6 
 
In this equation the first term to the last term is showing the kinetic energy of the electrons, the 
kinetic energy of the atoms, the electrostatic potential energy interaction between electrons and 
atom nuclei, the electrostatic potential energy interactions between electrons, and the 
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electrostatic potential energy interaction between nuclei, respectively. The simpler format of this 
equation is 
  ̂    ̂     ̂     ̂       ̂     ̂          
 
Equation 7 
 
 
This equation cannot be solved easily and needs a special computational method to be solved. 
Different methods are proposed for this goal that one of them is density functional theory and 
will be discussed in details later. In this section, the key concepts of the current study are 
explained in a simplified general terms.  
2.5. Density Functional Theory (DFT) 
Typically, there are two approaches to calculation of total energy of molecules. One of them is 
the wave function based methods that are more accurate but require higher computer power. The 
goal of these methods is to calculate the molecular wave function. The other one is density 
functional theory (DFT) with the goal of calculation of the molecular electron probability density 
ρ in order to get the molecular electronic energy from ρ. This latter approach needs less 
computer power and is capable of modeling systems with large number of electrons
18
. In general, 
DFT is an energy minimization method. In this method, the atom nuclei are assumed in fixed 
positions and the electrons around the nuclei are described as an electron density. In DFT 
calculation, the energy of the system and the electron density is calculated by solving a set of 
one-electron Schrödinger equations (the Kohn-Sham equations) instead of solving a many-
electron Schrödinger equation. In density functional theory method, the attempt is to solve the 
Schrodinger equation in terms of electron density, which is defined by  
17 
 
 
 [ ⃗]   ∫      ⃗ 
 
 
Equation 8 
 
 
The electron density gives the number of electrons at a given position denoted by  ⃗⃗⃗. Based on 
Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem in DFT, the energy of the system becomes 
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Equation 9 
 
where 0E  is the ground state energy, 0  is the ground state electron density, T  is the kinetic 
energy,   NeV  is the potential energy from nuclei-electron interactions, and eeV  is the potential 
energy from electron-electron interaction. In this equation 0E ,T , NeV , and eeV are mathematically 
defined as functionals. A functional is similar to a function (which takes a number and returns a 
number), but takes a function and returns a number. Therefore, if the functionals in Equation 9 
are known, we can calculate the ground state energy by finding the ground state wave function. 
Kohn and Sham suggested to take a reference system of non-interacting electrons in an unknown 
external potential which leads to the same electron density of the ground state density, 0 . This 
approximation gives us the kinetic energy of the electrons as  
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In addition nuclear-electron interaction can be obtained based on the classical Coloumb 
interaction equation as follow 
   
 
where 
    
 
In terms of electron density, Equation 11 is written as 
   
 
 
The electron-electron potential is considered as two parts of classical Coulombic interactions and 
an exchange-correlation and each part is treated separately. The classical Coulombic interaction 
is 
   
 
 
The other term added to these terms is called exchange-correlation term and shown by Exc. Now 
we have  
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where Exc is unknown and should be approximated which will be discussed later. Equation 15 
can be written in terms of operators and potentials as following 
   
 
 
 
The wave function of the system can be simplified by breaking it into individual one-electron 
wave functions (   ) 
   
 
 
In Equation 16,     is the exchange-correlation potential and defined as 
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Equation 18 
 
As Equation 16 shows, the Kohn-Sham equation is an Eigen equation as  
   
Equation 19 
 
 
This leads to an iterative problem. Hks depends on θ, but θ depends on Hks. Only when we have 
correct θ do we get correct Hks that solves the KS equation – or θ is self-consistent. Figure 4 
illustrates a self-consistent cycle to get the correct answer. 
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Figure 4. Self-consistent loop for DFT. When the wave functions have converged. the loop is exited 
19
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2.6. Basis Sets: 
As defined before,   is the all electron wave function and Equation 17 shows, can be written as 
the product of one-electron wave functions      At the next level, each of these one electron 
wave functions can be defined as a linear combination of basis functions.   
 
    ∑     
 
   
   
 
 
 
Equation 20 
 
 
where     s are unknown constants and   s are a set of functions called as basis set. In quantum 
chemistry,    and    usually represent molecular orbitals and atomic orbitals, respectively. By 
substituting atomic orbitals in Equation 20 the main computational efforts are focused on finding 
the coefficients Cijs that minimize the energy, or solve Equation 19. Different types of orbitals 
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have been suggested as atomic orbitals. One of most-used orbitals that were suggested for   s 
are Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs). These set of functions are relatively simple functions and 
affordable computationally. The general format of a GTO function is 
           
   
 
   
      
 
   Equation 21 
 
 
where i ,j ,and k are nonnegative integers,   is a positive orbital exponent,   ,   ,    are 
cartesian coordinates with the origin at nucleus b, and    is the distance to nucleus b
20
 . 
The cartesian-Gaussian normalization constant is  
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(              )
(  ) (  ) (  ) 
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Equation 22 
 
 
In this equation if  a + b + c = 0 the function is called s-type Gaussian function. When a + b + c = 
1 it is a p-type function, and when a + b + c = 2 the function is a d-type Gaussian function. 
Although Gaussian type functions were suggested to speed up the calculation, they do not 
individually fit atomic orbitals well. Therefore, instead of using a single Gaussian type orbital, a 
linear combination of several GTOs is used to represent the atomic orbitals and is called a set of 
contracted GTOs. 
The summary of this section is shown in Figure 5 from another point of view.   
22 
 
 
Figure 5- Concept of basis set 
 
2.6.1. Pseudopotentials and Double-ζ basis set: 
The basis set that was used in our DFT calculation was double-ζ basis set. This basis set was first 
generated by splitting valence and core electrons. In this basis set, core electrons are represented 
by pseudopotentials while valence electrons are represented by two contracted functions. this 
approach will give us more flexibility to describe the valence electrons. 
In the pseudopotential approach, only the valence electrons are treated explicitly and the 
interaction with the ionic cores are described by means of pseudopotentials, which is a simplified 
mathematical expression requiring relatively little computational effort. One accurate 
Several GTOs are added together to form “atomic 
orbital” (contracted basis function)
Several “atomic orbitals” are added together to form 
“molecular orbital” 
Several “molecular orbitals” are added together to form 
molecule or total wave function.
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pseudopotentials that have been used for describing the core electrons are Goedecker-Teter-
Hutter pseudopotentials (GTH) 
22
 . 
 
2.6.2. Plane wave basis set: 
Plane wave basis sets are especially used to describe periodic infinite systems such as metals, 
and crystalline solids. The idea of using plane wave basis sets to describe the system is that the 
electronic wavefunctions at each k-point can be expanded in terms of a discrete plane-wave basis 
functions and the infinite sum would be the Furier series of the wavefunctios. Therefore, using 
Furier Transform to solve the equation helps the calculation to be fast.  
2.7. CP2K: 
So far, we have reviewed the theory of quantum mechanics and how it leads us to calculate 
energy and consequently get different properties of the system. In order to apply the useful 
theory for a real system in a practical way, we need a computer program that is developed based 
on the quantum chemistry theories. Computer simulation helps us to explore the consequence of 
the theory in a novel way between theory and experiment. It shows the details that are impossible 
or barely possible to be studied by experiment. All of the computer simulations in this project 
have been done by computer programming package CP2K. CP2K is a free open-source project 
written in Fortran 90. This package provides many different methods of quantum chemistry and 
molecular modeling such as DFT, molecular dynamics, ab-initio, etc. The DFT part of CP2K is 
called Quickstep 
23
. In Quickstep, the DFT calculations are based on the hybrid Gaussian and 
plane waves (GPW) method. In this method the wave functions are described by atom-centered 
Gaussian-type basis, while the density is described in terms of an auxiliary plane wave basis sets.  
24 
 
2.7.1. CP2K input: 
In CP2K the general format section system is: 
&SECTION 
… 
&END SECTION 
 
This means that different parameters may be described in different sections of the input file. For 
instance, the coordinates of the system under study may be in the COORDS section. 
Each CP2K input file consists of three mandatory sections consisting of a Global section, 
Force_Eval section, and a Motion section that can be one after another with any order of 
appearance 
24
.   
The Global Section consists of different commands as below: 
&GLOBAL 
PROJECT  
RUN_TYPE 
PRINT_LEVEL 
WALLTIME 
&END GLOBAL 
 
 For the Project line, we introduce the name of the project. Run_Type provide the type of the 
calculation that is going to be done e.g. molecular dynamics (MD), Geometry Optimizatin 
(GEO_OPT), or single point calculation (Energy_Force). Print_ Level defines the amount of 
25 
 
information that we desire to see in the output file. Walltime set an internal limit for CPU time in 
seconds. 
The other mandatory section is the Force_Eval section which is the heart of the calculation. It 
actually defines how forces and energy will be calculated. 
The motion section is to contain the information for the calculation in which the atoms move for 
instance during a geometry optimization or a molecular dynamic calculation.  
An example of an input and output files for geometry optimization of an adsorbed NDMA in 
silicalite is included in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2, respectively.   
2.8. Proposed Methodological Framework 
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed with Quickstep, a part of the CP2K 
program package.
23,25
 In Quickstep, Gaussian-type orbitals and plane-waves are both used to 
represent the molecular orbitals and electron density.
21
 It should be pointed out that Quickstep is 
capable of performing accurate and efficient DFT calculations on large and complex systems 
such as zeolite crystals, and has been used previously to model zeolites.
26, 27
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-28
 The basis set 
used in the present work was the double-ζ basis set29. Goedecker-Teter-Hutter pseudopotentials 
for core electrons were also used.
30’31 All the calculations were performed with a fully periodic 
cell with Γ-point sampling of reciprocal space.  Finally, in all simulation runs the associated 
calculations relied on  the Perdew, Burke, and Erzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional
32
 
and were spin-polarized. 
The zeolite model used was a 288-atom unit cell with an orthorhombic structure. Three different 
structures of MFI were modeled. The first was an all-silica MFI zeolite (pure SiO2), and the other 
26 
 
two structures contained one aluminum atom and a companion cation to ensure that the structure 
was electrically neutral. The two cations we used were H
+
 and Na
+
, and thus we modeled 
prototypes of H-ZSM-5 and Na-ZSM-5, respectively.  In a typical simulation, NDMA was 
placed within the cavity of the zeolite, near the cation site, and the system was allowed to fully 
relax. The final structure represents a possible stable adsorption geometry. The following 
equation was used to calculate the energy of adsorption of NDMA to zeolite as an assessment 
criterion of relative stability: 
Eads=ENDMA-zeolite – ENDMA– Ezeolite    (Eqn. 1)   
Here ENDMA-zeolite represents the energy of the zeolite containing an adsorbed NDMA molecule, 
whereas ENDMA and EZeolite are the energies of a lone NDMA molecule and the empty zeolite 
respectively. Based on this definition, a structure has negative adsorption energy if the final 
structure after adsorption is more stable than the empty zeolite. In this case, the adsorption 
process is exothermic.  
 
The first step was to determine the optimized zeolite structure, or obtain viable lattice parameters 
for the MFI zeolite. In these calculations the lattice parameters were varied until the total energy 
of the simulation cell was minimized. The calculated lattice parameters are listed in Table 1. A 
similar calculation was also performed by R. Astala et. Al.
33
 In addition, the experimental values 
of the MFI lattice parameters are available from the Database of Zeolite Structures.
6
 Table 1 
indicates the consistency of the current modeling approach compared with other DFT results and 
the pertinent experimental data, and thus establishes the reliability and validity of the proposed 
simulation method.  
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Table 1.Calculated values of MFI lattice parameters, found in this study, in comparison with other results. 
 
Zeolites are crystalline aluminosilicalite structures with several possible sites for Al or Si. The 
favorable sites of aluminum substitution in MFI zeolite, have been widely studied in the 
literature.
34-35
 In the unit cell of MFI, there are 12 distinct sites for Al-cation substitution, known 
as T-sites. Several theoretical studies have tried to locate the favored aluminum location in MFI 
zeolite. From an ab initio Hartree Fock calculation, T6, T12, and T9 were suggested as the best 
sites for Al location and T3 was calculated as the least favorable site
34
. A semiempirical 
molecular orbital calculation was performed with H-ZSM5 and revealed that T12 was the most 
favorable predicted site for aluminum 
36
.Several DFT studies also have addressed this issue 
37, 38, 
35
. From the DFT calculation by Nachtigallova et al., it is implied that although the energy 
difference is negligible for the different structures, the structure with Al in T1 is the most stable 
one 
35
. Experimental studies have reported different framework sites as the most favorable places 
for Al substitution, and it was revealed that the preferred site is sensitive to the synthesis method 
of the zeolite 
39, 40,41
. 
 To assess which T-site is the most favorable for Al substitution, the relative energy for each site 
was calculated.  In particular, a Si atom was replaced by Al and the corresponding cation (Na+ or 
H+), and then the zeolite structure was optimized and the associated energy level calculated. The 
Lattice parameters 
(Å)
 This Study 
Experimental 
data
6
 
Other DFT 
results
33
 
A 20.2 20.1 20.1 
B 19.9 19.9 19.9 
C 13.3 13.4 13.4 
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ranking of these energies indicates the preferred location of Al atoms.  At a given T-site the 
cation may be placed adjacent to one of several neighboring O atoms. For each T-site the cation 
near these different O atoms was therefore explicitly modeled. After considering the 
corresponding cation near the several nearby O atoms, only the most stable configurations are 
reported herein. Figure 6 indicates the energies of the most stable configurations, for both Al/H 
and Al/Na. The most stable site was set to 0 eV. Based on these results, T1, T9, and T12 
represent the most favorable places for Al-H/Si replacement, while sites T1, T10, and T11 are 
the most favorable for Al-Na/Si replacement. Our results however do show that differences in 
energies between different T-sites can be quite low. We therefore used T12, T9 and T1 sites in 
this work. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 6. Comparison of the stability of different T-sites. Results are shown for (a) substitution of Al/H and (b) 
substitution of Al/Na. All energies are referenced relative to the most stable site, which was taken to be 0 eV. 
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3. Main Results and Discussion 
3.1. NDMA Adsorption 
3.1.1 NDMA adsorption to All-Silica MFI 
An initial structure with the NDMA located in the intersection of a sinusoidal channel and a large 
straight channel of all-silica MFI (silicalite) was used to model the adsorption. This position (at 
the intersection of the two channels) provides the maximum available volume to accommodate 
an NDMA molecule.
40
 This position was also near the most stable identified T-sites, which will 
be more important for Al-substituted MFI. Many different configurations were optimized, and 
the adsorption energies were calculated, as shown in Figure 4 which contains the most relevant 
geometries. A variety of adsorption energies were observed, most slightly below 0 eV, but one 
configuration had an adsorption energy of -0.39 eV.   
In Figure 9, some energies are higher than others mainly because of the orientation of the 
NDMA, such as the distance of NDMA to the pore wall. The distance of the NDMA molecule to 
the pore wall played a very important role during the optimization process. When two atoms 
were located too close to each other the steric effects caused repulsion between the guest 
molecule and zeolite walls. The repulsive forces pushed the NDMA molecule to relocate further 
from the neighboring zeolite atoms. Consequently, as Figure 5 depicts the most stable structures 
had the NDMA plane aligned along the straight channel. When a molecule is placed otherwise,  
it rotates to minimize repulsions, as shown in Figure 5. 
The calculated data show that the magnitude of adsorption energy of NDMA into all-silica MFI 
is small. Although adsorptions considered are exothermic processes, the system is only slightly 
more stable after each adsorptions. Electrostatic interactions between NDMA and the zeolite are 
31 
 
a predominant drive for stable adsorption. The n-nitroso functional group makes NDMA a highly 
polar molecule, as the resonance structure in Figure 6 shows 
42
. The oxygen atom of NDMA has 
a negative charge, while the Si atoms of the zeolite framework have a net positive charge. As a 
result, the electrostatic attraction between the NDMA molecule and the zeolite framework atoms 
makes the adsorption possible. However, silicalite is hydrophobic largely because it lacks strong 
ionic character. This hydrophobicity also manifests itself in low adsorption energies for NDMA. 
Positively charged Si atoms may interact with negatively charged O atoms of NDMA (see Figure 
6), but the negative zeolite framework O atoms prevent the NDMA from getting close to the Si 
atoms , and hence the overall effect is relatively low adsorption affinity of NDMA in silicalite.  
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Figure 7. Different final geometries of adsorbed NDMA in all silica MFI with corresponding adsorption energies. In this 
view of zeolite, the sinusoidal channels are going into the page. Different atoms are shown by the different colors: blue = 
N, white = H, red = O and grey = C. 
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Figure 8. Schematic of NDMA resonance structure. 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Rotation of NDMA molecule inside a pore during adsorption. (a) Initial Geometry (b) Final Geometry 
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3.1.2 NDMA adsorption to Na-ZSM-5  
In order to understand the adsorption of NDMA in Na-ZSM-5, different initial geometries were 
optimized. The NDMA was placed at different distances from the cation and the zeolite wall. 
NDMA adsorption to the structure with aluminum in its T9 site is shown in Figure 7. The 
corresponding adsorption energies are also indicated. This site occurs at the intersection of the 
sinusoidal and straight channel where the pore is largest, allowing maximum accommodation to 
any adsorbed molecules 
40
 We also modeled adsorption of NDMA at a T1 site, but found the 
adsorption energy associated with the for most stable adsorption geometry to be of –0.78 eV and 
hence comparable to the T9 results (discussed below). Consequently these particular simulation 
results are not discussed further. The maximum stability occurred by locating the negative side 
of the NDMA molecule near the cation (Na
+
) of the zeolite. This is demonstrated in Figure 7 
where the most stable configurations have the oxygen atoms adjacent to the sodium atoms. 
NDMA adsorption to Na-ZSM-5 is also an exothermic process with moderate adsorption energy. 
The magnitude of adsorption energy of this case is higher than in purely siliceous MFI. The 
difference is attributed to the different zeolite structures. The Na cation in the Na-ZSM-5 
structure is extra-framework, or the cation is not part of the zeolite framework, and therefore not 
blocked or screened by negatively-charged zeolite O atoms. Therefore when NDMA is adsorbed 
in this zeolite the attraction between the oxygen of NDMA and the zeolite is stronger than in all-
silica zeolite case. In order to analyze this effect, the distances between the different atoms were 
calculated. The distance between the NDMA’s oxygen and the zeolite’s sodium cation is shown 
schematically in Figure 8. Figure 8 suggests that there is a strong correlation between the 
adsorption energies and Na-O distances. It also shows that formation of a bond between the 
oxygen atom of NDMA and the sodium atom of the zeolite leads to the most stable adsorption.  
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Figure 10. Different final geometries of adsorbed NDMA to Na-ZSM-5 at a T9 site with corresponding adsorption 
energies. For each case, the left picture shows the view along the straight channel and alternative rotated view of the 
structure. The same color scheme as before was used with purple and pink spheres representing Na and Al atoms, 
respectively. 
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a) 
 
b)  
 
Figure 11. (a) Schematic picture of NDMA inside a pore of Na-ZSM-5 with the Na-O distance indicated (b) Adsorption 
energies versus Na-O atom distances after adsorption of NDMA in Na-ZSM-5 with Al in T9 site. 
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3.1.3 NDMA adsorption to H-ZSM-5 
Several different initial adsorption geometries in H-ZSM-5 were modeled in order to assess the 
many possible adsorption configurations. For instance, the NDMA’s methyl groups may or may 
not be located near the zeolitic proton or the -N=O side of NDMA could be far or close to the 
acidic site of the zeolite. When the distance of the adsorbed molecule and the pore wall was too 
small, the steric repulsion dominated the forces. We modeled adsorption of NDMA with the 
Al
3+
/H
+
 at a T12 site, which occurs at the intersection of the straight and sinusoidal channels. 
This approach was similar to our results with Na-ZSM-5 where the Al
3+
/Na
+
 were also at the 
intersection of the straight and sinusoidal channels. Six different configurations and the 
corresponding adsorption energies are indicated in Figure 12. The results show that adsorption of 
NDMA to H-ZSM-5 is a reasonably large exothermic process, with adsorption energies  slightly 
in excess of -1 eV for the most stable interactions. The most stable structures have a bond formed 
between the oxygen of NDMA and the proton, while there are no attractions between the methyl 
groups and the proton in the unstable configurations, as indicated by the slightly endothermic 
adsorption energies for these configurations.  The zeolite proton binding to the NDMA nitrogen 
atom was also stable, with an adsorption energy of -0.96 eV. 
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Figure 12. Different final geometries of adsorbed NDMA to H-ZSM-5 with corresponding adsorption energy at a T12 site. 
 
To understand the nature of the interaction between the proton and NDMA’s oxygen, the 
distance between the atoms was obtained for each configuration. Figure 13 depicts the ONDMA-
HZeolite distance versus adsorption energy relationship. Compared to Figure 8, less configurations 
were examined but the trend is similar. The plot shows that when the zeolite proton and 
NDMA’s oxygen were close to each other, the electrostatic interactions of the atoms resulted in a 
more stable structure. Consequently, the adsorption process is more exothermic. Conversely, if 
the H-O distance is too large the structure becomes less stable due to a lack of strong 
electrostatic interactions.  
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Figure 13. Comparison of adsorption energy with H-O atom distances after adsorption of NDMA to H-ZSM-5 with Al in 
T12 site. 
A previous theoretical study by  Pinisakul et al.
16
 reported the energy of adsorption of NDMA in 
H-ZSM-5 to be about -0.75 eV which is lower in magnitude than the value obtained herein (-1.19 
eV). The most stable geometry for the NDMA-zeolite complex suggested by Piniskul et al. is the 
same geometry we found for the most stable case as shown in Figure 12. The difference in our 
result and their study could be due to the different models used in each case. Piniskul et al. used 
an ONIOM approach to describe the adsorption while we used a fully periodic DFT model. They 
also considered an B3LYP exchange correlation functional while in our study the PBE exchange 
correlation functional were used.  
In another  theoretical study, Roohi and Akbari studied the adsorption of the nitrosamine 
O=N2H2 in zeolite H-ZSM-5 using cluster models 
17
. Three stable adsorption complexes were 
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identified, two involving bonds between the oxygen atom in the nitrosamine and zeolite 
hydrogen atom and the other involving a bond between the nitrogen atom of NDMA and the 
zeolite hydrogen atom. Various theory levels were also used (DFT and ONIOM models using a 
combination of MP2, DFT and/or Hartree Fock). For a large cluster (10 T-sites) their calculated 
adsorption energies (neglecting zero-point energy and thermal correction) were between -0.58 to 
-0.91 eV, depending on the theory level and adsorption geometry, which are similar in 
magnitude to our calculated values.  Their work however concluded that the most stable structure 
was the complex with a bond between the zeolite’s proton and NDMA’s nitrogen atom. On the 
other hand, the three adsorption modes were close in energy, typically within 0.1 eV of each 
other. We attribute the preference for NDMA binding to involve a N-H bond in the work of 
Roohi and Akbari to be a combination of their use of a cluster model (which may not properly 
describe the full zeolite), a smaller nitrosamine (as opposed to our use of NDMA), or different 
levels of theory. We are confident that our results model the trends for NDMA adsorption well, 
especially since we included the effect of the full zeolite as well as van der Waals corrections, 
which show a preference for NDMA to bind via its oxygen atom. 
3.1.4.  Effect of van der Waals forces on adsorption 
The stability of a guest molecule inside a zeolite is predominantly caused by two main 
interactions: electrostatic and dispersive (van der Waals) forces. Standard DFT calculations do 
not model the van der Waals (vdW) forces very well, so further corrections to the DFT 
simulations may be helpful. We used Grimme’s approach whereby the total energy is corrected 
by adding an empirical dispersion correction term to the usual energy obtained by standard DFT 
calculations
43
. This dispersion correction term is comprised of the sum of damped interatomic 
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potentials in the form C6R
-6
 
43
. The previously-identified stable geometries were re-optimized 
using the aforementioned van der Waals corrections. 
In previous DFT adsorption studies using ZSM zeolites, it was demonstrated that van der Waals 
dispersive interactions resulted in enhanced  stabilization of the studied guest molecules  inside 
the ZSM-5 zeolite structure.
40,
 
44,45 
 The geometries of the two most stable and the two least 
stable structures of all-silica, H-ZSM-5, and Na-ZSM-5 containing NDMA were optimized using 
the Grimme corrections. A summary of the results obtained is provided in Figure 14. As the 
graph shows, more energy is released during the adsorption process when van der Waals 
interactions are taken into account. The increased binding when van der Waals corrections are 
applied is in the range of 0.56 to 0.84 eV (average of 0.7 eV), with the most pronounced effects 
occurring for the most stable adsorption geometries, whether in silicalite, Na-ZSM5, or H-ZSM5. 
The relative energy ordering of different adsorption configurations is essentially kept intact 
regardless of whether the corrections are applied or not. We therefore conclude that while more 
accurate results may be obtained with the inclusion of van der Waals corrections, the overall 
conclusions concerning the preferred adsorption states of NDMA in the various zeolites was 
suitably obtained with DFT. 
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Figure 14. Comparison of adsorption energies of NDMA with and without considering van der Waals interactions. 
Adsorption energies correspond to results reported in Figure 7, Figure 10, Figure 12 as well as select results for calculated 
least stable adsorption (not shown in in the text). Several of the unstable adsorption geometries have positive adsorption 
energies, implying unstable adsorption. The numbers 1-4 are merely to designate different geometries in the various 
zeolites. 
 
3.2 Water Adsorption  
Since we are interested in removing NDMA from aqueous streams we modeled the adsorption of 
water in the various zeolites. We first modeled water in silicalite the all-silica ZSM-5. Again 
different initial geometries were used with different distances from the pore walls. The water 
molecule was primarily located at the intersection of the straight and a sinusoidal channel in 
order to compare directly with our NDMA results, which were also modeled at the intersection 
region. Figure 12 shows the orientation of water molecule at the intersection of the straight and a 
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sinusoidal channel for purely silaceous MFI.  The binding is only being slightly exothermic. The 
lack of available cations for water binding leads to the weak adsorption energy. 
 
 
 
Figure 15. Final geometry and energy of adsorption of water in all-silica MFI. 
 
 Figure 16 contains five possible configurations of water in H-ZSM-5 pores. Based on these 
results, water adsorption to H-ZSM-5 is an exothermic process with a moderate magnitude of the 
associated adsorption energy, with the most stable energy at -0.59 eV. Our work is in agreement 
with the previous experimental result that adsorption of H-ZSM-5 is higher than in the all-silica 
ZSM-5
46
 case. Our calculated adsorption energy is also very similar to the experimental value of 
-0.52 eV 
47
. The most stable binding energies involve direct interaction of the oxygen atom of the 
water molecule with the zeolite proton, while in weaker adsorption the water is too far from the 
proton to interact directly.  
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Figure 16. Different final geometries of adsorbed H2O to H-ZSM-5 with corresponding adsorption energies at a T12 site. 
 
Similar calculations were performed on Na-ZSM-5 zeolite. The different final geometries and 
the corresponding adsorption energies are indicated in  Figure 17.The strongest binding (-0.83 
eV) involved electrostatic attraction between the zeolite sodium atom and the water oxygen 
atom. The weaker adsorption modes lacked the strong electrostatic interactions due to a 
relatively large sodium-oxygen distance. Our results show that the adsorption of water in H-
ZSM-5 is weaker than adsorption of water in Na-ZSM5. This result is consistent with the DFT 
work of Yang et al., where a 5T cluster model was used to model the adsorption of water into H-
ZSM-5 and Na-ZSM5 zeolites
48
, although in that work several water molecules were modeled 
rather than just one molecule.   
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Figure 17. Different final geometries of adsorbed H2O to Na-ZSM-5 at T9 sites with corresponding adsorption energies. 
 
Our water adsorption results are in agreement with pertinent experimental work. ZSM-5 zeolites 
are high silica materials and the nonpolar nature of these zeolites makes them largely 
hydrophobic. Therefore, they do not exhibit strong interactions with water molecules. Although 
water can be present at Brønsted acid sites due to the interaction with the cation, there is a low 
tendency to adsorb water molecules due to the small number of acid sites per unit cell of 
zeolite
49,47
. Many experimental studies have been performed to study water adsorption into 
ZSM5 zeolites 
49
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51
 
52
 . For the adsorption of water molecule to all-silica MFI, an experimental 
adsorption energy was reported by Flanigen et al. to be about -0.26 eV
53
. The experimental work 
46 
 
of Ison and Gorte reported a value of -0.52 eV for the adsorption energy of the first water 
molecule in H-ZSM-5.
50
  It was also demonstrated by Ison and Gorte that the water adsorption 
capacity of H-ZSM-5 is much higher than in the aluminum-free ZSM-5 case. In addition, in 
Pope’s study, the water adsorption energy in H-ZSM5 was reported to be higher than in the 
aluminum-free ZSM5
46
 case. 
3.3. Further Analysis of the Results 
Our results show that NDMA binding is strongest in H-ZSM5, followed by Na-ZSM5, and then 
silicalite. Experimental work also shows a preference for nitrosamines to H-ZSM5 over Na-
ZSM5
14, 42
. Adsorption in silicalite is understandably weakest due to lack of strong cation 
bonding.  The bonding in the other zeolites however warrants attention. Adsorption of NDMA in 
H-ZSM5 is stronger than in Na-ZSM5 and the different cations of these two zeolites result in the 
different adsorption capabilities. Both ions have the same formal charge of +1, but valence 
electrons in Na
+
 may serve to screen the nucleus. Since H
+
 has many fewer electrons that may 
screen the nuclear charge, the effective electrostatic interactions should be greater for H
+
 
compared to Na
+
. Furthermore the ionic radius is smaller for H
+
 compared to Na
+
, so that 
electronic repulsion is much less of an issue for H
+
 at close distances compared to Na
+
. These 
effects all contribute to stronger adsorption of NDMA in H-ZSM5 compared to Na-ZSM5.  
We calculated the density of states (DOS) for NDMA in the three zeolites as well as in the gas-
phase. The DOS was found specifically by calculating site-projected (atom-specific) density of 
states for the most stable configurations of NDMA in the zeolites. Figure 18 shows the calculated 
DOS results. All DOS values were initially shifted so that zero eV represents the Fermi level of 
the different systems. The Fermi level is predominantly determined by the zeolite’s electronic 
structure since the number of atoms in the zeolite is significantly larger than the number of atoms 
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in NDMA. Because of this, we further shifted the DOS for NDMA in H-ZSM5 by -1.85 eV so 
that the peak maximum of core electronic states in NDMA at approximately -20 eV (not shown) 
were all aligned. The DOS of NDMA in Na-ZSM5 and silicalite were not shifted since the core 
states were very closely aligned. Core states are less susceptible to changes in chemical 
environment, so this shift allows the NDMA to all be on a similar electronic scale. The results in 
Figure 18 indicate that the DOS for NDMA in silicalite and Na-ZSM5 are almost identical, while 
the NDMA in H-ZSM5 has the most unique shape of the adsorbed systems, indicative of a 
different bonding structure for the NDMA molecule. This unique bonding configuration is 
confirmed by the DOS and by the strong binding of NDMA in H-ZSM5.     
 
 
Figure 18. Calculated localized density of states for NDMA in the various zeolites and gas-phase. The density of states 
have all been scaled so that 0 eV corresponds to the Fermi level of the individual NDMA/zeolite complexes. The density of 
states for NDMA in H- H-ZSM5 has further been shifted so that core electronic states are aligned, as discussed in the text. 
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In this study the heat of adsorption was calculated as an indicator of the quality of the guest-host 
interaction. A more exothermic adsorption has lower adsorption energy and indicates a stronger 
attraction of the guest molecule and host zeolite. As our results show, the adsorption of NDMA 
to H-ZSM-5 is strong (-1.2 eV). On the other hand the adsorption of a water molecule to this 
zeolite is associated with a relatively weak adsorption (-0.59 eV). Therefore, for a mixture of 
water and NDMA molecules, NDMA would adsorb to H-ZSM-5 more favorably. For the case of 
adsorption to Na-ZSM-5, both water and NDMA molecules have closer energies of adsorption (-
0.83 and -1.19 eV respectively). The adsorption energies of water and NDMA molecules in pure-
silica MFI are also close (-0.13 and -0.39 eV respectively). Therefore, it is suggested that H-
ZSM-5 represents the most suitable zeolite for NDMA removal from water among the three 
compounds (H-ZSM-5, Na-ZSM-5 and all-silica ZSM-5), since NDMA interacts so differently 
than water in this zeolite. The capacity for NDMA adsorption is greatest in H-ZSM5 as 
manifested by the large adsorption energy. The large difference in adsorption energies between 
NDMA and water in H-ZSM5 (~0.6 eV) also indicates that diffusion of the two molecules will 
be distinctly different, again showing that separation of NDMA from water is most feasible with 
H-ZSM5.    
4. Conclusions  
Density functional theory calculations were performed on the adsorption of NDMA in three 
different zeolites: all-silica ZSM-5, H-ZSM-5 and Na-ZSM-5. In order to find the best location 
of the cation in Na-ZSM-5 and H-ZSM-5, 12 energetically distinct T-sites were examined. T1, 
T9 and T12 were found to be the most favorable locations for protons, while T1 and T10 were 
the most favorable for Na
+
 cations.  Adsorption complexes of NDMA-zeolites and the 
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corresponding adsorption energies were calculated for each case. The adsorption energies for 
NDMA in the three zeolites were of the order of H-ZSM-5>Na-ZSM-5> all-silica ZSM-5. These 
results were explained in terms of electrostatic forces between the zeolite’s cations and NDMA 
as well as different bonding modes in the different zeolites. In addition to the electrostatic forces, 
the van der Waals interaction could affect the adsorption. For this reason, the same calculations 
were performed by considering van der Waals corrections. The results obtained showed that the 
adsorption energies are more exothermic when van der Waals forces are taken into account, 
however the relative order of adsorption energies remained fundamentally unchanged when 
including van der Waals corrections. In order to compare the adsorption behavior of water and 
NDMA molecules, the same calculations were performed for adsorption of water in the zeolites. 
The relatively large difference in adsorption energy of water and NDMA in H-ZSM-5 (0.6 eV) 
suggests that H-ZSM-5 could be a suitable zeolite for NDMA removal from water.  
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Appendixes 
Appendix 1: Sample of an input file 
&FORCE_EVAL 
  METHOD Quickstep 
  &DFT 
    UKS 
    BASIS_SET_FILE_NAME ./GTH_BASIS_SETS_5-12-10 
    POTENTIAL_FILE_NAME ./GTH_POTENTIALS_5-12-10 
    WFN_RESTART_FILE_NAME x-RESTART.wfn 
    &MGRID 
      CUTOFF 300 
      NGRIDS 5 
    &END MGRID 
    &QS 
      WF_INTERPOLATION ASPC 
#      WF_INTERPOLATION PS 
      EXTRAPOLATION_ORDER 3 
    &END QS 
    &SCF 
     EPS_SCF 1.E-6 
     SCF_GUESS RESTART 
     MAX_SCF 400 
     &OT T 
       PRECONDITIONER FULL_SINGLE_INVERSE 
       MINIMIZER DIIS 
       LINESEARCH 3PNT 
     &END OT 
    &END SCF 
    &XC 
      &XC_FUNCTIONAL PBE 
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      &END XC_FUNCTIONAL 
    &END XC 
  &PRINT 
   #&TOPOLOGY_INFO 
   #  XYZ_INFO T 
   #&END TOPOLOGY_INFO 
#   &V_HARTREE_CUBE 
#   FILENAME ./rut_elpot 
#  &END V_HARTREE_CUBE 
#  &E_DENSITY_CUBE 
#   FILENAME ./rut_density 
#  &END E_DENSITY_CUBE 
#   &MO_CUBES 
#      WRITE_CUBE T 
#      NHOMO 2 
#      NLUMO 1 
#  &END MO_CUBES 
  &END PRINT 
  &END DFT 
  &SUBSYS 
    &CELL 
      ABC 20.2 19.9 13.3 
    &END CELL 
    &COORD 
  O        10.0192423298        1.3838205533        9.3310223324 
  O         9.9382425426       18.4147392470        3.9597075251 
  O        20.0338941016       18.4274169642        2.6757674217 
  O        -0.0837332489        1.3762229043       10.6231416802 
  O         9.9335960829       11.3346899635        3.9655410874 
  O        10.0215522825        8.4755390975        9.3288023319 
  O        -0.0140887562        8.4742965536       10.7100507681 
  O        20.0845741251       11.3287559858        2.6769451420 
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  O         7.7488564135        1.3892076029       10.6313683204 
  O        12.2488888899       18.3375474276        2.6784469095 
  O         2.1543300693       18.4246288981        3.9761620055 
  O        17.7769113269        1.3835597615        9.3282459148 
  O        12.2376072960       11.3433010335        2.6786117099 
  O         7.7392344800        8.4026570376       10.6329588638 
  O        17.9584802680        8.6549410397        9.3275443604 
  O         2.1609291846       11.3366235079        3.9825732476 
  O         7.9541062395        2.6734713970        8.3248463816 
  O        11.9667188398       17.0533318857        4.9688718013 
  O         1.9576301945       17.1382475573        1.6727746787 
  O        18.0499330324        2.6756791670       11.6268878236 
  O        11.9725271133       12.6240450331        4.9787356096 
  O         7.9543183415        7.1826500193        8.3220593059 
  O        18.0476444575        7.1820788383       11.5571254106 
  O         1.9622587821       12.6233898816        1.6706471315 
  O         7.9511950906       -0.0024461250        8.3999476486 
  O        12.0566961903       19.7360098892        4.9072401955 
  O         1.9560725413       19.8084111231        1.7509050328 
  O        17.9652303753        0.0016879245       11.5504650529 
  O        12.0562353589        9.9496447211        4.8973728300 
  O         7.9511336775        9.8578122232        8.4051290909 
  O        18.0574685058        9.8512109386       11.6411039681 
  O         2.0365399522        9.9597547558        1.7590896748 
  O         6.5488606945        0.7404611805       12.9312292503 
  O        13.3762970252       19.0588866845        0.3767993589 
  O         3.3674142906       19.0642492948        6.2845042283 
  O        16.5599492941        0.7394284175        7.0357718261 
  O        13.3824174201       10.6906782421        0.3753032540 
  O         6.5532617424        9.1212738921       12.9236841928 
  O        16.6420248128        9.3125869031        6.9273595033 
  O         3.3677336594       10.6880887651        6.2789031873 
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  O         6.6262414118       18.9613040215       10.8941536543 
  O        13.3719862405        0.8332063289        2.4052422173 
  O         3.3640442535        0.8421604574        4.2437333985 
  O        16.6557979549       18.9136982861        9.1225591097 
  O        13.3813258498        9.0196468372        2.4869071607 
  O         6.6309028706       10.7784808477       10.8125519326 
  O        16.5560927068       10.6946933598        9.1293153015 
  O         3.3662331257        9.0236227299        4.1621936151 
  O         5.0624644065        1.2841417564       10.8053678177 
  O        14.8905606169       18.5187535802        2.5049516326 
  O         4.8515176707       18.5187746808        4.1487739724 
  O        15.1348027243        1.1925163250        9.2382353556 
  O        14.8867523111       11.2481649945        2.4931663095 
  O         5.0638075579        8.5735190977       10.8071587033 
  O        15.0666001557        8.6585456181        9.1456865995 
  O         4.8553692000       11.2389022498        4.1509660129 
  O         5.7980961425        2.5723209249        1.3869508833 
  O        14.2103873232       17.2275502141       11.9123546275 
  O         4.1996353946       17.2314968559        8.0389676054 
  O        15.8093508731        2.5786955109        5.2602327447 
  O        14.2113242601       12.5213402098       11.9174377845 
  O         5.8001033670        7.2854801013        1.3865570945 
  O        15.8141323589        7.3576900884        5.1739552291 
  O         4.1943356925       12.5212330432        8.0391209868 
  O         4.0306599991        0.8264702881        0.3729548650 
  O        15.9208567705       18.9785627947       12.9350970006 
  O         5.9042270834       18.9802861646        7.0123493887 
  O        14.0596987176        0.8290906579        6.2825805986 
  O        15.9482413723       10.7781658258       12.9466111672 
  O         4.0453720788        9.0277085776        0.3684174660 
  O        14.1123660166        9.0319205361        6.2814257411 
  O         5.9034511642       10.7764778179        7.0118429122 
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  O         5.8870242106        0.0081580883        2.1155312926 
  O        14.0265396302       19.8062475634       11.2644977723 
  O         4.1058024946       19.8023055670        8.7661721342 
  O        15.9008359110        0.0047504293        4.5316606803 
  O        14.1082744006        9.9408599865       11.2558325534 
  O         5.8891156570        9.8478026837        2.1147941203 
  O        15.8983762731        9.8508375046        4.4428043398 
  O         4.1064245097        9.9564453703        8.7653774089 
  O         2.1403712924        2.4921360230        1.2026977318 
  O        17.8639989525       17.3135133042       12.1007514210 
  O         7.8433569591       17.3215989700        7.8354325017 
  O        12.1621595925        2.4774132248        5.4574789188 
  O        17.8588506079       12.4443929980       12.0981029552 
  O         2.1458880578        7.3668333017        1.1951913730 
  O        12.1612126631        7.3669619301        5.5346080015 
  O         7.8516365940       12.4408477541        7.7664825227 
  O         1.6679159225        0.7377246784       12.5515284824 
  O        18.3315947973       19.0706398010        0.7359479313 
  O         8.3200531261       19.0727517942        5.9169339700 
  O        11.6847582491        0.7349204869        7.3855552293 
  O        18.3450948994       10.7684954551        0.7609356773 
  O         1.6810428144        9.2036115641       12.5709924867 
  O        11.6909463920        9.2066363931        7.3866368894 
  O         8.3183220399       10.5990542036        5.9158340026 
  O         2.5163105747        1.5601878564       10.1568751428 
  O        17.4719721676       18.2451333073        3.1430624875 
  O         7.3954033639       18.2464783572        3.5176917765 
  O        12.5584434873        1.5642903399        9.7901828300 
  O        17.4864973699       11.5167653311        3.1419127292 
  O         2.5262645762        8.2935655789       10.1592691155 
  O        12.5495230000        8.2967152836        9.7959532846 
  O         7.3995591248       11.5069037906        3.5226392822 
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  O         1.3983652458       19.0513179903       10.4363997583 
  O        18.5273675742        0.7571212596        2.8612405563 
  O         8.5108380428        0.7535861913        3.7869047193 
  O        11.4983312126       19.0501781405        9.5119840424 
  O        18.6126574922        9.1116362877        2.8583557025 
  O         1.4872278304       10.7088359643       10.4311900645 
  O        11.4945016053       10.7137476059        9.5225120113 
  O         8.5113003976        9.0878140778        3.7774228448 
  O         4.3933781642        2.5778523923        8.5942152580 
  O        15.6165190282       17.2291164703        4.7073100403 
  O         5.6043288401       17.2267431611        1.9411539217 
  O        14.4025229752        2.5781616038       11.3584620556 
  O        15.6150761376       12.5226092251        4.6966012658 
  O         4.3950887349        7.2861958168        8.5976562148 
  O        14.4049181235        7.2886684188       11.3448783915 
  O         5.6040390386       12.5235861946        1.9454968229 
  O         9.8343993776       16.9578392126        9.5266889919 
  O        10.1685090202        2.8479530161        3.7672255536 
  O         0.0167687061        2.8503334999        2.8651060168 
  O        19.9442815686       16.9538230655       10.4419328990 
  O        10.1864088310        7.0074960569        3.7789515909 
  O         9.8272313227       12.7999792296        9.5213895635 
  O        19.9284692066       12.7168126642       10.4372248886 
  O         0.0700523757        7.0141898029        2.8602145657 
  O         7.3874730264       16.4874892359       10.3424474134 
  O        12.6156558390        3.3221212484        2.9583956377 
  O         2.5232420147        3.3097595913        3.7015139318 
  O        17.4867022810       16.4861718037        9.5981782719 
  O        12.6295953797        6.5412409329        2.9653091487 
  O         7.3854265029       13.2651759671       10.3344295540 
  O        17.4944233541       13.1765122699        9.5253291579 
  O         2.5305374249        6.5437164370        3.7023681686 
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  O         8.4866146166       14.8728979296        8.5224826166 
  O        11.5259010240        4.9339008776        4.7785406969 
  O         1.4070703657        4.9156390052        1.9308881386 
  O        18.5248700092       14.8395780119       11.3571758252 
  O         6.4449838779       17.0459657574       12.7363473887 
  O        13.5616488260        2.7599999609        0.5597717964 
  O         3.5498405317        2.7615788211        6.0873655594 
  O        16.4582553390       17.0455586520        7.2110515304 
  O        13.5657230664        7.1823689057        0.5573044322 
  O         6.4349204448       12.6257791898       12.7283311156 
  O        16.4546089928       12.6196368100        7.2078973062 
  O         3.5547200211        7.1830973848        6.0869714582 
  O         4.7892288547       17.0454642807       10.6266164543 
  O        15.1651810054        2.7629341477        2.6817009702 
  O         5.1436702594        2.7678768750        3.9662447563 
  O        14.8601983962       17.0327477415        9.3373893421 
  O        15.2397955819        7.0949301172        2.5909062447 
  O         4.7806626315       12.7094330749       10.6259924074 
  O        14.8685564258       12.7163257201        9.3308661340 
  O         5.1458438845        7.0889218467        3.9664110976 
  O         5.8941493064       14.8495329262        0.8312209406 
  O        14.1206603650        4.9595338409       12.4668499870 
  O         4.1077273737        4.9569947423        7.4826298541 
  O        15.9014192903       14.8465563123        5.8179105454 
  O         3.9326865149       16.4900919335        0.0058837864 
  O        16.0778387065        3.3182322429       13.2934779036 
  O         6.0556296410        3.3207467043        6.6483446021 
  O        13.9453021264       16.4901807706        6.6461312529 
  O        16.0831545386        6.5462183868       13.2897569740 
  O         3.9304523889       13.2650619132        0.0020996546 
  O        13.9472506972       13.2615550359        6.6475790374 
  O         6.0595402595        6.5409537259        6.6445965962 
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  O         1.8430905844       14.8779904459        0.2867412446 
  O        18.1583336747        4.9519184508       13.0102800293 
  O         8.1534833838        4.9281004111        6.9316259797 
  O        11.8632839620       14.8504108074        6.3762889270 
  O         1.5817693552       17.2332271782       12.3708904782 
  O        18.4268319112        2.5780576770        0.9228422713 
  O         8.4180751889        2.5753098768        5.7281768915 
  O        11.5952042592       17.2307842111        7.5712258333 
  O        18.4318685369        7.2866970325        0.9176077969 
  O         1.5796692058       12.5255993798       12.3689958538 
  O        11.5913285230       12.5203759192        7.5772905466 
  O         8.4195830486        7.2814983839        5.7268639695 
  O         2.3148838410       16.5925415128        9.8804328263 
  O        17.6753803713        3.2206838997        3.4192360144 
  O         7.6564857989        3.2217394207        3.2306591101 
  O        12.3525441171       16.5854919781       10.0695703903 
  O        17.7483720050        6.6388121350        3.4207343846 
  O         2.2719782693       13.1758856352        9.8689464106 
  O        12.3514089020       13.1723027024       10.0694907540 
  O         7.6610890493        6.6336185279        3.2310448319 
  O         4.2039351601       14.8639458059        9.1494844540 
  O        15.8052275692        4.9627787982        4.0759286567 
  O         5.7829867876        4.9308445940        2.4983670211 
  O        14.2248762475       14.8613375125       10.8042471890 
 Si         8.4168095739        1.3564731593        9.1490301356 
 Si        11.5426241347       18.3885991848        4.1501961651 
 Si         1.4556185703       18.4498509241        2.4972751619 
 Si        18.4993137777        1.3402652499       10.8060676657 
 Si        11.5425547891       11.2982474366        4.1499976330 
 Si         8.4205916136        8.4941704187        9.1523945316 
 Si        18.5628856363        8.5559064915       10.8142503645 
 Si         1.4930307133       11.3033843119        2.4951493408 
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 Si         6.4765034520        0.6277878717       11.3110221646 
 Si        13.4779625337       19.1588898230        1.9963997575 
 Si         3.4401514510       19.1716945802        4.6587826457 
 Si        16.5224033461        0.5613288083        8.6628895826 
 Si        13.4913872285       10.5735688188        1.9957367287 
 Si         6.4867578286        9.2193475842       11.2981997165 
 Si        16.5533514322        9.0910421308        8.5706156947 
 Si         3.4436594707       10.5795890420        4.6508495153 
 Si         5.5630002014        1.0358929553        0.8912804844 
 Si        14.3872508209       18.7520324779       12.4406280241 
 Si         4.3798607057       18.7715138488        7.5331181866 
 Si        15.5840982905        1.0290889551        5.7546547993 
 Si        14.4134024012       10.9910342946       12.4421618426 
 Si         5.5725148824        8.8224573397        0.8875717680 
 Si        15.6396233492        8.8892788334        5.7254290549 
 Si         4.3780281364       10.9817051654        7.5294431593 
 Si         2.4421249923        0.9939319713        0.6469681945 
 Si        17.5163153376       18.8002004670       12.6598624581 
 Si         7.4977809543       18.8091278910        7.2878639411 
 Si        12.4683207143        0.9711850161        5.9922632745 
 Si        17.5364193270       10.9669975574       12.6793269300 
 Si         2.4604383389        8.8683575457        0.6451043108 
 Si        12.5164280237        8.8831058478        6.0297244651 
 Si         7.5005821688       10.9281853287        7.2746893099 
 Si         1.3726177960        0.7016197905       10.9505291764 
 Si        18.5957697847       19.1083114654        2.3407281901 
 Si         8.5240092895       19.1085994453        4.3071128326 
 Si        11.4390604798        0.6916844265        8.9901094764 
 Si        18.6316381076       10.6701000752        2.3523665773 
 Si         1.4183102333        9.1737031063       10.9689514012 
 Si        11.4455093994        9.1747453573        8.9947570277 
 Si         8.5246776939       10.6283917590        4.3045621893 
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 Si         4.0163661740        1.3260018975        9.5546147886 
 Si        15.9664662172       18.4763800399        3.7360467848 
 Si         5.9124429492       18.4850329197        2.9068380697 
 Si        14.0288618280        1.2942116393       10.4359511012 
 Si        15.9743123616       11.2926504277        3.7088774045 
 Si         4.0208013233        8.5366521757        9.5574963467 
 Si        14.0510162552        8.5616466388       10.3924695121 
 Si         5.9165230842       11.2661325605        2.9116050576 
 Si         8.3854893608       16.4050841601        9.0610368038 
 Si        11.6140169202        3.4025740818        4.2364817505 
 Si         1.5060809492        3.3699979332        2.4271200188 
 Si        18.4736486632       16.3981832498       10.8871446192 
 Si        11.6410200919        6.4809365858        4.2660510218 
 Si         8.3762343756       13.3294473742        9.0352754809 
 Si        18.4503125776       13.2880554294       10.8366962073 
 Si         1.5347402129        6.4683791385        2.4138722745 
 Si         6.3038101531       17.3885596012       11.1461115530 
 Si        13.6711273277        2.4057893335        2.1454668398 
 Si         3.6387762108        2.4223939677        4.4936186380 
 Si        16.3660169732       17.3455334518        8.8092898064 
 Si        13.7043533664        7.4628979094        2.1599368818 
 Si         6.2996401917       12.3432071855       11.1208450890 
 Si        16.3518941813       12.2496178373        8.8028607625 
 Si         3.6400802816        7.4544292312        4.4758426490 
 Si         5.4624805017       16.3938250560        0.5625182210 
 Si        14.5459177725        3.4154971312       12.7411026217 
 Si         4.5333935031        3.4115699334        7.2132064947 
 Si        15.4719228914       16.3874601079        6.0852732258 
 Si        14.5489636514        6.5076430469       12.7407308126 
 Si         5.4616790758       13.3121868120        0.5472774732 
 Si        15.4806619225       13.3012443509        6.1038974768 
 Si         4.5345908322        6.4960775387        7.1989574463 
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 Si         2.3311502907       16.4269378121        0.2639765218 
 Si        17.6802884821        3.3984653886       13.0362665955 
 Si         7.6525861619        3.3841362949        6.9075129076 
 Si        12.3442857279       16.3956889928        6.3966190420 
 Si        17.6821553308        6.5131389976       12.9982452901 
 Si         2.3295712256       13.3258662816        0.2609396768 
 Si        12.3521165191       13.3068370880        6.3891393343 
 Si         7.6557464439        6.4758009476        6.9053926679 
 Si         1.2610495829       17.4547231731       10.7852981557 
 Si        18.7105018937        2.3446266198        2.5109343318 
 Si         8.6762096844        2.3380925580        4.1370790132 
 Si        11.3284027124       17.4625148741        9.1615175751 
 Si        18.7650548374        7.5252308762        2.4978675953 
 Si         1.2556290691       12.2853522123       10.7877568097 
 Si        11.3259048792       12.2931851316        9.1657112946 
 Si         8.6891958333        7.5108107704        4.1371388071 
 Si         3.8726292989       16.4313568503        9.4258576501 
 Si        16.1091047864        3.3800968388        3.8534975467 
 Si         6.0953392979        3.3664209019        2.7806192979 
 Si        13.9105363246       16.4225452703       10.5216271656 
 Si        16.1620556484        6.5358041220        3.8147665284 
 Si         3.8425827881       13.3042566887        9.4292480297 
 Si        13.9179426997       13.2938596621       10.5120330491 
 Si         6.1009041584        6.4958979111        2.7810953023 
  N        16.5391537414        5.0206367868        8.3905416849 
  N        16.0821782680        6.2249584741        8.5794543067 
  C        17.7184421809        4.7354970787        7.5748750552 
  C        15.7198096693        3.9704828641        8.9483030624 
  O        16.7457814127        7.1008618831        7.9451088013 
  H        16.3211629633        3.3581243216        9.6237694359 
  H        14.8915353057        4.4377417049        9.4883859963 
  H        15.3207611364        3.3503260102        8.1377477617 
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  H        18.0245925666        3.7035465313        7.7690091190 
  H        18.5152970041        5.4402552831        7.8398241547 
  H        17.4825594365        4.8669210392        6.5103010103 
    &END COORD 
    &KIND Na 
      BASIS_SET DZVP-MOLOPT-SR-GTH 
      POTENTIAL GTH-PBE-q9 
    &END KIND 
    &KIND Si 
      BASIS_SET DZVP-MOLOPT-SR-GTH 
      POTENTIAL GTH-PBE-q4 
    &END KIND 
    &KIND N 
      BASIS_SET DZVP-MOLOPT-GTH 
      POTENTIAL GTH-PBE-q5 
    &END KIND 
    &KIND O 
      BASIS_SET DZVP-MOLOPT-GTH 
      POTENTIAL GTH-PBE-q6 
    &END KIND 
    &KIND C 
      BASIS_SET DZVP-MOLOPT-GTH 
      POTENTIAL GTH-PBE-q4 
    &END KIND 
    &KIND H 
      BASIS_SET DZVP-MOLOPT-GTH 
      POTENTIAL GTH-PBE-q1 
    &END KIND 
    &KIND Al 
      BASIS_SET DZVP-MOLOPT-SR-GTH 
      POTENTIAL GTH-PBE-q3 
    &END KIND 
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  &END SUBSYS 
&END FORCE_EVAL 
&GLOBAL 
  PROJECT silicalite 
  RUN_TYPE GEO_OPT 
#  RUN_TYPE ENERGY 
  PRINT_LEVEL LOW 
&END GLOBAL 
 &MOTION 
  &GEO_OPT 
    MAX_ITER 200 
    MAX_FORCE 0.0009725 
    OPTIMIZER BFGS 
  &END GEO_OPT 
# &CONSTRAINT 
#   &FIXED_ATOMS 
#    RANGE 145 192 
#   &END FIXED_ATOMS 
#  &END CONSTRAINT 
 &END MOTION 
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Appendix 2: Sample of an output file 
ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                     
0     13882 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                     
1     13835 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                     
2     13836 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                     
3     13837 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                     
4     13838 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                     
5     13839 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                     
6     13848 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                     
7     13840 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                     
8     13841 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                     
9     13842 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
10     13843 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
11     13844 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
12     13845 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
13     13846 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
14     13847 
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 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
15     13849 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
16     13850 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
17     13851 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
18     13852 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
19     13853 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
20     13854 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
21     13855 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
22     13857 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
23     13856 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
24     13858 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
25     13859 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
26     13860 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
27     13861 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
28     13862 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
29     13863 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
30     13864 
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 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
31     13865 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
32     13866 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
33     13867 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
34     13868 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
35     13869 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
36     13870 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
37     13871 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
38     13872 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
39     13873 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
40     13874 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
41     13875 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
42     13876 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
43     13877 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
44     13878 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
45     13879 
 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
46     13880 
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 ekamaloo@mfi.wpi.edu has created process number                    
47     13881 
 
  **** **** ******  **  PROGRAM STARTED AT               2011-
07-26 16:03:22.142 
 ***** ** ***  *** **   PROGRAM STARTED ON                           
mfi.wpi.edu 
 **    ****   ******    PROGRAM STARTED BY                              
ekamaloo 
 ***** **    ** ** **   PROGRAM PROCESS ID                                 
13882 
  **** **  *******  **  PROGRAM STARTED IN 
/research/ekamaloo/NDMA-silicalite/si 
                                           licalite-NDMA-sin-1 
 
 CP2K| version string:                CP2K version 2.1.342 
(Development Version) 
 CP2K| is freely available from                          
http://cp2k.berlios.de/ 
 CP2K| Program compiled at                          Fri Aug 13 
14:04:08 EDT 2010 
 CP2K| Program compiled on                                       
titania.wpi.edu 
 CP2K| Program compiled for                                
Linux-x86-64-gfortran 
 CP2K| Last CVS entry         input_cp2k_motion.F/1.226/Fri Aug 
13 03:37:43 2010 
 CP2K| Input file name                                               
NaZSM-5.inp 
 
 GLOBAL| Force Environment number                                              
1 
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 GLOBAL| Basis set file name                            
./GTH_BASIS_SETS_5-12-10 
 GLOBAL| Geminal file name                                         
BASIS_GEMINAL 
 GLOBAL| Potential file name                            
./GTH_POTENTIALS_5-12-10 
 GLOBAL| MM Potential file name                                     
MM_POTENTIAL 
 GLOBAL| Coordinate file name                                      
__STD_INPUT__ 
 GLOBAL| Method name                                                        
CP2K 
 GLOBAL| Project name                                                 
silicalite 
 GLOBAL| Preferred FFT library                                             
FFTW3 
 GLOBAL| Run type                                                        
GEO_OPT 
 GLOBAL| All-to-all communication in single precision                          
F 
 GLOBAL| FFTs using library dependent lengths                                  
F 
 GLOBAL| Global print level                                                  
LOW 
 GLOBAL| Total number of message passing processes                            
48 
 GLOBAL| Number of threads for this process                                    
1 
 GLOBAL| This output is from process                                           
0 
 
 MEMORY| system memory details [Kb] 
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 MEMORY|                        rank 0           min           
max       average 
 MEMORY| MemTotal            132285816     132285816     
132285816     132285816 
 MEMORY| MemFree             115673884     115673884     
115673884     115673884 
 MEMORY| Buffers                 96944         96944         
96944         96944 
 MEMORY| Cached               12386932      12386932      
12386932      12386932 
 MEMORY| Slab                   237524        237524        
237524        237524 
 MEMORY| SReclaimable           162276        162276        
162276        162276 
 MEMORY| MemLikelyFree       128320036     128320036     
128320036     128320036 
 
 
 GENERATE|  Preliminary Number of Bonds generated:                             
0 
 GENERATE|  Achieved consistency in connectivity generation. 
 GENERATE|  Number of Bonds generated:                                         
0 
 GENERATE|  Preliminary Number of Bends generated:                             
0 
 GENERATE|  Number of Bends generated:                                         
0 
 GENERATE|  Number of UB generated:                                            
0 
 GENERATE|  Preliminary Number of Torsions generated:                          
0 
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 GENERATE|  Number of Torsions generated:                                      
0 
 GENERATE|  Number of Impropers generated:                                     
0 
 GENERATE|  Number of 1-4 interactions generated:                              
0 
 
 
****************************************************************
*************** 
 
****************************************************************
*************** 
 **                                                                           
** 
 **     #####                         ##              ##                      
** 
 **    ##   ##            ##          ##              ##                      
** 
 **   ##     ##                       ##            ######                    
** 
 **   ##     ##  ##   ##  ##   #####  ##  ##   ####   ##    
#####    #####    ** 
 **   ##     ##  ##   ##  ##  ##      ## ##   ##      ##   ##   
##  ##   ##   ** 
 **   ##  ## ##  ##   ##  ##  ##      ####     ###    ##   
######   ######    ** 
 **    ##  ###   ##   ##  ##  ##      ## ##      ##   ##   ##       
##        ** 
 **     #######   #####   ##   #####  ##  ##  ####    ##    
#####   ##        ** 
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 **           ##                                                    
##        ** 
 **                                                                           
** 
 **                                                ... make the 
atoms dance   ** 
 **                                                                           
** 
 **            Copyright (C) by CP2K Developers Group (2000 - 
2010)           ** 
 **                                                                           
** 
 
****************************************************************
*************** 
 
 
 SCF PARAMETERS         Density guess:                                   
RESTART 
                        ----------------------------------------
---------------- 
                        max_scf:                                             
400 
                        max_scf_history:                                       
0 
                        max_diis:                                              
4 
                        ----------------------------------------
---------------- 
                        eps_scf:                                        
1.00E-06 
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                        eps_scf_history:                                
0.00E+00 
                        eps_diis:                                       
1.00E-01 
                        eps_eigval:                                     
1.00E-05 
                        ----------------------------------------
---------------- 
                        level_shift [a.u.]:                                 
0.00 
                        ----------------------------------------
---------------- 
                        No outer SCF 
 
 2D_MC| Monte Carlo annealing to optimize the distribution_2d 
 2D_MC| Number of moves                                                   
400000 
 2D_MC| Number of annealing cycles                                            
10 
 2D_MC| Number of reduction steps per cycle                                    
5 
 2D_MC| Reduction factor per step                                   
0.8000000000 
 2D_MC| Termination tolerance                                       
0.0200000000 
 2D_MC| Maximum temperature                                         
0.5000000000 
 2D_MC| Swap probability                                            
0.9000000000 
 2D_MC| Number of processor rows                                               
4 
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 2D_MC| Number of processor cols                                              
12 
 2D_MC| Number of elements                                                   
299 
 2D_MC| What do we minimize                                     
SMALLEST MAXIMUM 
 2D_MC| Cost of optimal distribution                                      
154038 
 2D_MC| Cost of found distribution                                        
156936 
 2D_MC| Difference in percent                                                  
2 
 
 
****************************************************************
*************** 
 ***                     STARTING GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION                      
*** 
 ***                                   BFGS                                  
*** 
 
****************************************************************
*************** 
 
 Spin 1 
 
 Number of electrons:                                                        
783 
 Number of occupied orbitals:                                                
783 
 Number of molecular orbitals:                                               
783 
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 Spin 2 
 
 Number of electrons:                                                        
783 
 Number of occupied orbitals:                                                
783 
 Number of molecular orbitals:                                               
783 
 
 Number of orbital functions:                                               
3839 
 Number of independent orbital functions:                                   
3839 
 
 Extrapolation method: initial_guess 
 
 *** 16:03:25 WARNING in 
qs_initial_guess:calculate_first_density_matrix  *** 
 *** err=-300  User requested to restart the wavefunction from 
the file   *** 
 *** named: x-RESTART.wfn. This file does not exist. Please 
check the     *** 
 *** existence of the file or change properly the value of the 
keyword    *** 
 *** WFN_RESTART_FILE_NAME. Calculation continues using ATOMIC 
GUESS.     *** 
 *** /root/src/cp2k/makefiles/../src/qs_initial_guess.F line    
245       *** 
 
 
 SCF WAVEFUNCTION OPTIMIZATION 
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  ----------------------------------- OT -----------------------
---------------- 
 
  Allowing for rotations:  F 
  Optimizing orbital energies:  F 
  Minimizer      : DIIS                : direct inversion 
                                         in the iterative 
subspace 
                            using      : -   7 DIIS vectors 
                                         - safer DIIS on 
  Preconditioner : FULL_SINGLE_INVERSE : cholesky inversion of H 
+ eS 
  Precond_solver : DEFAULT 
  stepsize       :    0.15000000 
  energy_gap     :    0.20000000 
 
  eps_taylor     :   0.10000E-15 
  max_taylor     :             4 
 
  mixed_precision    : F 
 
  ----------------------------------- OT -----------------------
---------------- 
 
  Step     Update method      Time    Convergence         Total 
energy    Change 
  --------------------------------------------------------------
---------------- 
     1 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   17.1     0.00546352     -
3393.6497615173 -3.39E+03 
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     2 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00468083     -
3418.1219459785 -2.45E+01 
     3 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00384101     -
3448.8716937874 -3.07E+01 
     4 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00240709     -
3478.9140916430 -3.00E+01 
     5 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00203602     -
3489.4294252338 -1.05E+01 
     6 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00150834     -
3502.0949236377 -1.27E+01 
     7 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00112977     -
3509.2342472324 -7.14E+00 
     8 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00093363     -
3513.0084982126 -3.77E+00 
     9 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00081503     -
3514.4416013999 -1.43E+00 
    10 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00079776     -
3515.5325640961 -1.09E+00 
    11 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00078450     -
3515.6195387243 -8.70E-02 
    12 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00075766     -
3515.8468524520 -2.27E-01 
    13 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00069304     -
3516.3280845503 -4.81E-01 
    14 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00057113     -
3517.5780967261 -1.25E+00 
    15 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00056912     -
3518.0927667171 -5.15E-01 
    16 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00048560     -
3518.7418799261 -6.49E-01 
    17 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00039504     -
3519.7080750094 -9.66E-01 
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    18 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00037210     -
3519.9325460376 -2.24E-01 
    19 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00026572     -
3520.6254661236 -6.93E-01 
    20 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00027393     -
3520.6444388242 -1.90E-02 
    21 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00020726     -
3520.8781557613 -2.34E-01 
    22 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00017193     -
3520.9741311098 -9.60E-02 
    23 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00015896     -
3521.0272665751 -5.31E-02 
    24 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00013778     -
3521.1135486599 -8.63E-02 
    25 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00011374     -
3521.2019972300 -8.84E-02 
    26 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00010673     -
3521.2283370949 -2.63E-02 
    27 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00009055     -
3521.2848946829 -5.66E-02 
    28 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00008105     -
3521.3225867552 -3.77E-02 
    29 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00007966     -
3521.3313917828 -8.81E-03 
    30 OT SD       0.15E+00   10.7     0.00008010     -
3521.3554330487 -2.40E-02 
    31 OT SD       0.15E+00   10.7     0.00008038     -
3521.3612277017 -5.79E-03 
    32 OT SD       0.15E+00   10.7     0.00008076     -
3521.3670664834 -5.84E-03 
    33 OT SD       0.15E+00   10.7     0.00008122     -
3521.3729642432 -5.90E-03 
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    34 OT SD       0.15E+00   10.7     0.00008174     -
3521.3789316949 -5.97E-03 
    35 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00008229     -
3521.3849766850 -6.04E-03 
    36 OT SD       0.15E+00   10.7     0.00013365     -
3521.4077962766 -2.28E-02 
    37 OT SD       0.15E+00   10.7     0.00012474     -
3521.4232880321 -1.55E-02 
    38 OT SD       0.15E+00   10.7     0.00011997     -
3521.4370140339 -1.37E-02 
    39 OT SD       0.15E+00   10.7     0.00011711     -
3521.4498190495 -1.28E-02 
    40 OT SD       0.15E+00   10.7     0.00011513     -
3521.4620716984 -1.23E-02 
    41 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00011356     -
3521.4739379983 -1.19E-02 
    42 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00013813     -
3521.4742453325 -3.07E-04 
    43 OT SD       0.15E+00   10.7     0.00011544     -
3521.6634048905 -1.89E-01 
    44 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00010289     -
3521.6747377948 -1.13E-02 
    45 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00006378     -
3521.7382959482 -6.36E-02 
    46 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00005444     -
3521.7482453505 -9.95E-03 
    47 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00004344     -
3521.7566237909 -8.38E-03 
    48 OT SD       0.15E+00   10.7     0.00004783     -
3521.7581486312 -1.52E-03 
    49 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00004240     -
3521.7600872942 -1.94E-03 
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    50 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00002676     -
3521.7716858200 -1.16E-02 
    51 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00002493     -
3521.7727296641 -1.04E-03 
    52 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00002239     -
3521.7782648963 -5.54E-03 
    53 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00001969     -
3521.7803323840 -2.07E-03 
    54 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00001837     -
3521.7823488177 -2.02E-03 
    55 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00001639     -
3521.7871593472 -4.81E-03 
    56 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00001452     -
3521.7880902553 -9.31E-04 
    57 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00001326     -
3521.7897756929 -1.69E-03 
    58 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00001243     -
3521.7908173362 -1.04E-03 
    59 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00001044     -
3521.7933724766 -2.56E-03 
    60 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000998     -
3521.7939390720 -5.67E-04 
    61 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000909     -
3521.7954291102 -1.49E-03 
    62 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000792     -
3521.7961838272 -7.55E-04 
    63 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000762     -
3521.7965252361 -3.41E-04 
    64 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000717     -
3521.7972928421 -7.68E-04 
    65 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000680     -
3521.7974827245 -1.90E-04 
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    66 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000608     -
3521.7982686755 -7.86E-04 
    67 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000556     -
3521.7987529702 -4.84E-04 
    68 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000527     -
3521.7988590565 -1.06E-04 
    69 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000457     -
3521.7993707871 -5.12E-04 
    70 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000444     -
3521.7994288931 -5.81E-05 
    71 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000399     -
3521.7997867063 -3.58E-04 
    72 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000387     -
3521.7998810214 -9.43E-05 
    73 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000366     -
3521.8000471642 -1.66E-04 
    74 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000353     -
3521.8001939306 -1.47E-04 
    75 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000321     -
3521.8005266115 -3.33E-04 
    76 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000300     -
3521.8007677134 -2.41E-04 
    77 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000289     -
3521.8008682583 -1.01E-04 
    78 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000270     -
3521.8011556360 -2.87E-04 
    79 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000255     -
3521.8012618175 -1.06E-04 
    80 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000242     -
3521.8014382393 -1.76E-04 
    81 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000239     -
3521.8014765693 -3.83E-05 
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    82 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000218     -
3521.8016411579 -1.65E-04 
    83 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000217     -
3521.8016638559 -2.27E-05 
    84 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000209     -
3521.8017009127 -3.71E-05 
    85 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000203     -
3521.8017387371 -3.78E-05 
    86 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000200     -
3521.8017523698 -1.36E-05 
    87 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000188     -
3521.8018526591 -1.00E-04 
    88 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000179     -
3521.8019485823 -9.59E-05 
    89 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000172     -
3521.8020141906 -6.56E-05 
    90 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000162     -
3521.8022108744 -1.97E-04 
    91 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000158     -
3521.8022160347 -5.16E-06 
    92 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000148     -
3521.8023198865 -1.04E-04 
    93 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000154     -
3521.8023413066 -2.14E-05 
    94 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000138     -
3521.8024077210 -6.64E-05 
    95 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000144     -
3521.8024285389 -2.08E-05 
    96 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000135     -
3521.8024456826 -1.71E-05 
    97 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000129     -
3521.8024696889 -2.40E-05 
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    98 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000128     -
3521.8025287577 -5.91E-05 
    99 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000123     -
3521.8025585526 -2.98E-05 
   100 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000121     -
3521.8025952295 -3.67E-05 
   101 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000118     -
3521.8026309826 -3.58E-05 
   102 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000117     -
3521.8026499027 -1.89E-05 
   103 OT SD       0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000121     -
3521.8026879848 -3.81E-05 
   104 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000117     -
3521.8026892871 -1.30E-06 
   105 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000106     -
3521.8027222592 -3.30E-05 
   106 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000108     -
3521.8027296649 -7.41E-06 
   107 OT SD       0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000101     -
3521.8027408987 -1.12E-05 
   108 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000100     -
3521.8027418160 -9.17E-07 
   109 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.7     0.00000096     -
3521.8027614968 -1.97E-05 
 
  *** SCF run converged in   109 steps *** 
 
 
  Total electronic density (r-space):       -1565.9999376030        
0.0000623970 
  Total core charge density (r-space):       1565.9999999065       
-0.0000000935 
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  Total charge density (r-space):                                   
0.0000623036 
  Total charge density (g-space):                                   
0.0000623036 
 
  Overlap energy of the core charge distribution:               
0.00000470805994 
  Self energy of the core charge distribution:              -
9084.15933663455871 
  Core Hamiltonian energy:                                   
2578.19885834230490 
  Hartree energy:                                            
3807.07438015304115 
  Exchange-correlation energy:                               -
822.91666806563671 
 
  Total energy:                                             -
3521.80276149679048 
 
  Integrated absolute spin density  :                               
0.0000000002 
  Ideal and single determinant S**2 :                    
0.000000       0.000000 
 
 ENERGY| Total FORCE_EVAL ( QS ) energy (a.u.):            -
3521.802771517088331 
 
 
 --------  Informations at step =     0 ------------ 
  Optimization Method        =                 BFGS 
  Total Energy               =     -3521.8027715171 
  Used time                  =             1201.793 
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 --------------------------------------------------- 
 
 -------------------------- 
 OPTIMIZATION STEP:      1 
 -------------------------- 
 
 Spin 1 
 
 Number of electrons:                                                        
783 
 Number of occupied orbitals:                                                
783 
 Number of molecular orbitals:                                               
783 
 
 Spin 2 
 
 Number of electrons:                                                        
783 
 Number of occupied orbitals:                                                
783 
 Number of molecular orbitals:                                               
783 
 
 Number of orbital functions:                                               
3839 
 Number of independent orbital functions:                                   
3839 
 
  Parameters for the always stable predictor-corrector (ASPC) 
method: 
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  ASPC order: 0 
 
  B(1) =   1.000000 
 
  Parameters for the always stable predictor-corrector (ASPC) 
method: 
 
  ASPC order: 0 
 
  B(1) =   1.000000 
 
 Extrapolation method: ASPC 
 
 
 SCF WAVEFUNCTION OPTIMIZATION 
 
  ----------------------------------- OT -----------------------
---------------- 
 
  Allowing for rotations:  F 
  Optimizing orbital energies:  F 
  Minimizer      : DIIS                : direct inversion 
                                         in the iterative 
subspace 
                            using      : -   7 DIIS vectors 
                                         - safer DIIS on 
  Preconditioner : FULL_SINGLE_INVERSE : cholesky inversion of H 
+ eS 
  Precond_solver : DEFAULT 
  stepsize       :    0.15000000 
  energy_gap     :    0.20000000 
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  eps_taylor     :   0.10000E-15 
  max_taylor     :             4 
 
  mixed_precision    : F 
 
  ----------------------------------- OT -----------------------
---------------- 
 
  Step     Update method      Time    Convergence         Total 
energy    Change 
  --------------------------------------------------------------
---------------- 
     1 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   16.5     0.00001568     -
3521.8027731950 -3.52E+03 
     2 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.3     0.00001276     -
3521.8029740067 -2.01E-04 
     3 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.3     0.00000395     -
3521.8033735730 -4.00E-04 
     4 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.4     0.00000172     -
3521.8034064808 -3.29E-05 
     5 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.4     0.00000106     -
3521.8034122461 -5.77E-06 
     6 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.4     0.00000038     -
3521.8034152641 -3.02E-06 
 
  *** SCF run converged in     6 steps *** 
 
 
  Total electronic density (r-space):       -1565.9999375981        
0.0000624019 
  Total core charge density (r-space):       1565.9999999065       
-0.0000000935 
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  Total charge density (r-space):                                   
0.0000623084 
  Total charge density (g-space):                                   
0.0000623084 
 
  Overlap energy of the core charge distribution:               
0.00000470792021 
  Self energy of the core charge distribution:              -
9084.15933663455871 
  Core Hamiltonian energy:                                   
2578.19767116108869 
  Hartree energy:                                            
3807.07481848535645 
  Exchange-correlation energy:                               -
822.91657298389055 
 
  Total energy:                                             -
3521.80341526408301 
 
  Integrated absolute spin density  :                               
0.0000000000 
  Ideal and single determinant S**2 :                    
0.000000      -0.000000 
 
 ENERGY| Total FORCE_EVAL ( QS ) energy (a.u.):            -
3521.803415544977270 
 
 
 --------  Informations at step =     1 ------------ 
  Optimization Method        =                 BFGS 
  Total Energy               =     -3521.8034155450 
  Real energy change         =        -0.0006440279 
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  Predicted change in energy =        -0.0000014944 
  Scaling factor             =         0.0000000000 
  Step size                  =         0.0010987444 
  Trust radius               =         0.1000000000 
  Decrease in energy         =                  YES 
  Used time                  =               88.373 
 
  Convergence check : 
  Max. step size             =         0.0009458903 
  Conv. limit for step size  =         0.0030000000 
  Convergence in step size   =                  YES 
  RMS step size              =         0.0000577227 
  Conv. limit for RMS step   =         0.0015000000 
  Convergence in RMS step    =                  YES 
  Max. gradient              =         0.0002917913 
  Conv. limit for gradients  =         0.0009725000 
  Conv. in gradients         =                  YES 
  RMS gradient               =         0.0000282473 
  Conv. limit for RMS grad.  =         0.0003000000 
  Conv. in RMS gradients     =                  YES 
 --------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
****************************************************************
*************** 
 ***                    GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION COMPLETED                      
*** 
 
****************************************************************
*************** 
 
                    Reevaluating energy at the minimum  
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 Spin 1 
 
 Number of electrons:                                                        
783 
 Number of occupied orbitals:                                                
783 
 Number of molecular orbitals:                                               
783 
 
 Spin 2 
 
 Number of electrons:                                                        
783 
 Number of occupied orbitals:                                                
783 
 Number of molecular orbitals:                                               
783 
 
 Number of orbital functions:                                               
3839 
 Number of independent orbital functions:                                   
3839 
 
  Parameters for the always stable predictor-corrector (ASPC) 
method: 
 
  ASPC order: 0 
 
  B(1) =   2.000000 
  B(2) =  -1.000000 
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  Parameters for the always stable predictor-corrector (ASPC) 
method: 
 
  ASPC order: 0 
 
  B(1) =   2.000000 
  B(2) =  -1.000000 
 
 Extrapolation method: ASPC 
 
 
 SCF WAVEFUNCTION OPTIMIZATION 
 
  ----------------------------------- OT -----------------------
---------------- 
 
  Allowing for rotations:  F 
  Optimizing orbital energies:  F 
  Minimizer      : DIIS                : direct inversion 
                                         in the iterative 
subspace 
                            using      : -   7 DIIS vectors 
                                         - safer DIIS on 
  Preconditioner : FULL_SINGLE_INVERSE : cholesky inversion of H 
+ eS 
  Precond_solver : DEFAULT 
  stepsize       :    0.15000000 
  energy_gap     :    0.20000000 
 
  eps_taylor     :   0.10000E-15 
  max_taylor     :             4 
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  mixed_precision    : F 
 
  ----------------------------------- OT -----------------------
---------------- 
 
  Step     Update method      Time    Convergence         Total 
energy    Change 
  --------------------------------------------------------------
---------------- 
     1 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   16.5     0.00001567     -
3521.8027768023 -3.52E+03 
     2 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.3     0.00001275     -
3521.8029773564 -2.01E-04 
     3 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.3     0.00000390     -
3521.8033755740 -3.98E-04 
     4 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.4     0.00000166     -
3521.8034073623 -3.18E-05 
     5 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.4     0.00000102     -
3521.8034125540 -5.19E-06 
     6 OT DIIS     0.15E+00   10.4     0.00000036     -
3521.8034153153 -2.76E-06 
 
  *** SCF run converged in     6 steps *** 
 
 
  Total electronic density (r-space):       -1565.9999375980        
0.0000624020 
  Total core charge density (r-space):       1565.9999999065       
-0.0000000935 
  Total charge density (r-space):                                   
0.0000623085 
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  Total charge density (g-space):                                   
0.0000623085 
 
  Overlap energy of the core charge distribution:               
0.00000470792021 
  Self energy of the core charge distribution:              -
9084.15933663455871 
  Core Hamiltonian energy:                                   
2578.19821044622586 
  Hartree energy:                                            
3807.07438154961164 
  Exchange-correlation energy:                               -
822.91667538453783 
 
  Total energy:                                             -
3521.80341531533804 
 
  Integrated absolute spin density  :                               
0.0000000000 
  Ideal and single determinant S**2 :                    
0.000000       0.000000 
 
 ENERGY| Total FORCE_EVAL ( QS ) energy (a.u.):            -
3521.803415315338043 
 
 
 ---------------------------------------------------------------
---------------- 
 -                                                                             
- 
 -                         MESSAGE PASSING PERFORMANCE                         
- 
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 -                                                                             
- 
 ---------------------------------------------------------------
---------------- 
 
 ROUTINE             CALLS  TOT TIME [s]  AVE VOLUME [Bytes]  
PERFORMANCE [MB/s] 
 MP_Group                5         0.000 
 MP_Bcast              490         0.049            1708413.            
17084.13 
 MP_Allreduce         2390         2.687                385.                
0.34 
 MP_Gather              12         0.012                960.                
0.96 
 MP_Sync              2212         0.198 
 MP_Alltoall          5119        36.505            5517252.              
773.67 
 MP_ISendRecv        69654         2.481              21792.              
611.81 
 MP_Wait             88007        30.716 
 MP_comm_split         231         0.023 
 MP_ISend            15384         0.191             303751.            
24465.46 
 MP_IRecv            15364         0.146             304198.            
32011.59 
 MP_Recv               412         0.339             931599.             
1132.21 
 ---------------------------------------------------------------
---------------- 
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 ---------------------------------------------------------------
---------------- 
 -                                                                             
- 
 -                           R E F E R E N C E S                               
- 
 -                                                                             
- 
 ---------------------------------------------------------------
---------------- 
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 ---------------------------------------------------------------
---------------- 
 -                                                                             
- 
 -                                T I M I N G                                  
- 
 -                                                                             
- 
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 ---------------------------------------------------------------
---------------- 
 SUBROUTINE                       CALLS  ASD         SELF TIME        
TOTAL TIME 
                                              AVERAGE  MAXIMUM  
AVERAGE  MAXIMUM 
 CP2K                                 1  1.0    0.038    0.046 
1369.221 1369.228 
 cp_geo_opt                           1  2.0    0.001    0.002 
1368.493 1368.517 
 geoopt_bfgs                          1  3.0    0.004    0.037 
1368.492 1368.516 
 cp_eval_at                           3  4.0    0.002    0.003 
1368.222 1368.231 
 qs_energies_scf                      3  5.7    0.001    0.003 
1346.482 1346.495 
 scf_env_do_scf                       3  6.7    0.002    0.004 
1326.931 1326.934 
 qs_forces                            2  5.0    0.052    0.089 
1289.953 1289.953 
 scf_env_do_scf_inner_loop          121  8.0    0.058    0.070 
1283.229 1286.083 
 qs_ks_build_kohn_sham_matrix       123  9.9    0.545    0.667  
606.857  609.410 
 qs_ks_update_qs_env                124  8.9    0.005    0.009  
594.752  597.261 
 cp_dbcsr_multiply_d               5475 13.0    0.037    0.051  
455.352  458.566 
 qs_scf_loop_do_ot                  121  9.0    0.001    0.004  
410.738  412.882 
 integrate_v_rspace                 246 10.9  343.836  350.125  
388.621  388.716 
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 ot_scf_mini                        121 10.0    0.007    0.014  
362.959  365.477 
 qs_rho_update_rho                  124  9.0    0.003    0.007  
297.708  298.260 
 calculate_rho_elec                 248 10.0  232.099  242.424  
297.705  298.255 
 dbcsr_mult_NSS_NRN                 533 12.0  185.778  194.254  
185.778  194.254 
 ot_mini                            121 11.0    0.031    0.041  
174.550  176.785 
 qs_vxc_create                      123 10.9    0.011    0.017  
122.218  122.375 
 xc_vxc_pw_create                   123 11.9    2.678    3.072  
122.206  122.363 
 qs_ot_get_derivative               242 12.0    0.004    0.011  
116.713  119.522 
 fft_wrap_pw1pw2                   4566 12.7    0.215    0.263  
114.609  119.078 
 fft_wrap_pw1pw2_150               2590 13.9   10.173   11.450  
110.057  114.227 
 fft3d_ps                          4566 14.7   47.512   50.219   
87.972   93.506 
 qs_ot_get_p                        248 10.9    0.451    0.919   
76.757   81.346 
 dbcsr_mult_NRN_NSN                1216 13.9   71.594   76.528   
71.594   76.528 
 qs_ot_get_derivative_diag          216 13.0    0.006    0.011   
73.158   75.724 
 xc_rho_set_and_dset_create         123 12.9    1.405    1.517   
68.345   72.245 
 dbcsr_mult_TRN_NRN                 980 14.1   67.420   72.179   
67.420   72.179 
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 qs_ot_p2m_diag                     218 12.0    0.789    1.009   
55.553   55.905 
 density_rs2pw                      248 11.0    1.194    1.270   
49.329   53.832 
 cp_dbcsr_syevd                     230 12.9    0.084    0.113   
51.769   51.784 
 apply_preconditioner_dbcsr         248 12.0    0.001    0.003   
50.047   51.666 
 apply_single                       248 13.0    0.001    0.004   
50.046   51.666 
 dbcsr_mult_NSN_NRN                 248 15.0   50.043   51.665   
50.043   51.665 
 cp_fm_syevd                        231 13.8   34.314   51.230   
51.114   51.230 
 cp_fm_syevd_base                   231 14.8   16.800   50.467   
16.800   50.467 
 dbcsr_mult_NRN_TRN                 252 11.9   49.110   49.775   
49.110   49.775 
 calculate_dm_sparse                248  9.9    0.002    0.007   
49.025   49.690 
 rs_pw_transfer                    2475 12.4    0.083    0.101   
43.750   48.832 
 init_scf_loop                        3  7.7    0.000    0.002   
40.791   40.793 
 xc_functional_eval                 123 13.9    0.012    0.021   
30.277   34.203 
 pbe_lsd_eval                       123 14.9   30.265   34.189   
30.265   34.189 
 potential_pw2rs                    246 11.9    0.047    0.059   
31.889   32.038 
 qs_ot_get_orbitals                 242 11.0    0.002    0.004   
28.346   29.641 
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 distribute_matrix                  498 11.4   21.434   27.100   
23.447   28.866 
 yz_to_x                           1731 15.5   21.202   27.427   
21.202   27.427 
 ---------------------------------------------------------------
---------------- 
 
  **** **** ******  **  PROGRAM ENDED AT                 2011-
07-26 16:26:12.042 
 ***** ** ***  *** **   PROGRAM RAN ON                               
mfi.wpi.edu 
 **    ****   ******    PROGRAM RAN BY                                  
ekamaloo 
 ***** **    ** ** **   PROGRAM PROCESS ID                                 
13882 
  **** **  *******  **  PROGRAM STOPPED IN 
/research/ekamaloo/NDMA-silicalite/silicalite-NDMA-sin-1 
 
 
